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London Business School (LBS) is a school with the power to convene

curious and ambitious minds. It exists to have a profound impact on the

way the world does business and the way business impacts the world.

The LBS Photography Awards celebrate photography that explores

how business affects people’s lives, communities, and the

environment. The Awards aim to use visual-storytelling to strengthen,

and influence, the urgent conversations that are currently taking place

on topics of global significance.

Photojournalism plays a key role in encouraging, strengthening and

influencing the narrative around these topics. By creating the LBS

Photography Awards, we hope to intensify this conversation.

"The LBS Photography Awards are a platform that 

uses visual-storytelling to strengthen and influence the 

conversation around topics of global significance."

-Daniele Moltoni, LBS Alumni & 

Creator of LBS Photography Awards



When Worlds Collide
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The 2019 edition of the LBS Photography Awards explores the

intersection of business, society and the environment. The theme

‘When Worlds Collide’ represents a starting point for the broadest

range of creative interpretations.

It showcases the power of business innovation to join previously

disconnected ideas, explores diverse groups coming together in friction

or harmony, and considers human interaction with the natural world.

The photographic exhibition celebrates the eight outstanding entries

shortlisted in this year's competition.

We hope these works will encourage, strengthen and influence the

conversation around topics of global significance.



Opening Night
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Speaker session

18:30 Welcome

Saba Ahmed and Michelle Wiles

18:35 - 19:20 Panel Discussion

‘Photography as a catalyst for business innovation’ 

Moderator: Andy Craggs

Panellists: Dave Allan, Helen Healy, & Nick Hughes

19:20 – 19:30 Q & A Session

Moderator & Panellists

19:30 – 19:40 Awards Ceremony

Amelia Whitelaw

Speakers & Panellists

Saba Ahmed: LBS MBA 2019, LBS Photography Club Co-Chair of Photography Awards

Michelle Wiles: LBS MBA 2019, LBS Photography Club Co-Chair of Photography Awards 

Andy Craggs: Programme Director, Executive Education London Business School

Dave Allan: Co-Founder & Board Member, ?What If! Innovation

Helen Healy: Head of Pictures at the Financial Times

Nick Hughes: Co-founder of M-KOPA and “father of M-PESA

Amelia Whitelaw: Executive Director, Wheeler Institute for Business and Development

18:00 Registration in Quad Marquee

19:40 - 20:30 Drinks Reception and exhibition viewing



Andy Craggs, Moderator

Programme Director, Executive Education, London Business School

Andy Craggs has worked as a London based photographer over the last 15 years 

and has completed assignments including cultural documentary of remote societies 

and global health initiatives with the WHO. In addition to his role at London 

Business School, he works as an independent coach and consultant for commercial 

and non-commercial organisations worldwide on the topic of Leadership, Culture 

Change and Strategy Execution. Selected photographic assignments can be viewed 

at www.andycraggs.com
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Nick Hughes OBE, Panellist

Co-founder of M-KOPA and “father” of M-PESA

Nick Hughes s the co-founder and Chief Product Officer at M-KOPA, currently 

providing pay-as-you-go clean energy and financial services to over 750,000 

customers in East Africa. Holding a PhD in Applied Science and an MBA from 

London Business School, Nick was previously Global Head of Payment Solutions at 

Vodafone Group, where, in 2003, he started the ground-breaking mobile payment 

service M-PESA, delivering it across multiple Vodafone territories. 

Helen Healy, Panellist

Head of Pictures, Financial Times

Helen Healy is the Head of Pictures at the Financial Times. With over twenty years’ 

experience in picture editing she has also worked at the Guardian, The Times and 

the Independent. She has seen the newspaper industry move from being a print to a 

mainly digital product. During her career she has been involved with covering many 

major news events, including 9/11 and its repercussions, the rise of populism and 

the financial crisis. She was the head of judges at this year’s UK Picture Editors’ 

Guild Awards.

Dave Allan, Panellist

Co-Founder and Board Member, ?What If! Innovation

Dave’s belief is that innovation should be a force for good in the world and a 

fundamental discipline and growth engine in business and society. Based in 

London, Dave sits on the ?! global board. Day to day his time is spent with clients 

working across all aspects of their innovation agenda. Beyond ?! Dave is an angel 

investor. He has worked with start-ups in events, retail, healthcare, finance and 

technology and the entrepreneurs within What If’s social foundation. 

Panel
‘Photography as a catalyst for business innovation’ 



Judging Committee
6 judges representing both Academia and Photography

The 8 photographic essays presented in the exhibition have been selected 

by our panel from over 300 submissions.

Saba Ahmed

Co-Chair, LBS Photography Club

Michael Benson

Director and Founder, Candlestar, 

Photo London

Mona Boshnaq

Photo Editor, New York Times

Fiona Rogers

Director and Founder, Candlestar, 

Photo London

Andrew Dunnett

Director, Vodafone Foundation

Michelle Wiles

Co-Chair, LBS Photography Club
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Livestreamers Connected World for 

Disconnected People
Jermone Gence

In Asia, some hyper-connected young people 

earn money by making lonely fans believe in 

a potential friendship or love. Every day, 

livestreamers dance, chat, sing, and even eat 

for many hours in front of their webcam. On 

the other side of the screen, thousands of 

anonymous fans try to combat their profound 

loneliness by giving special gifts to their idols 

in the form of virtual stickers.

Where the River Runs Through
Aaron Vincent Elkaim

One-third of the city of Altamira, Brazil has 

been permanently flooded by the nearby 

Belo Monte Dam and has displaced over 

20,000 people. Life along the XIngu is no 

longer what it once was, large swaths of 

forest have suffocated under the rising 

waters, and riverine people who have lived 

their lives along the riverbank for generations 

have been displaced to urban dwellings. 
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90 Varas
Susana Girón

Spain is the only European country that 

maintains a network of footpaths that exceed 

125,000 km. Until the early nineteenth 

century, 5 million herds of cattle roamed 

these corridors of biodiversity. Today 

transhumance in Spain is threatened by 

several factors, including the scarcity of 

public aid and the difficulty for the older 

generation of shepherds to be replaced. 

The Fight Outside the Ring
Seila Montes Gonzalez 

Mexican wrestling is a big part of the popular 

culture in México. The professional wrestlers 

are venerated while they are active fighters 

but, in the majority of cases, they have to 

retire because of age or injuries. Once they 

are retired, there is no institution or 

federation that will take care of them or their 

injuries. In some cases, they have a parallel 

profession that they continue once retired. 
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Disconnecting Connection
Al Lapkovsky

We are disappearing, ceasing to exist, 

perishing. We cannot imagine our lives 

without blue screens. We are bombarded 

with news, updates and statuses. We have 

thousands of friends and yet we are alone. 

We are semi-transparent, lost in the blue light 

of useless information and a fake feeling of 

belonging. Disconnecting Connection 

illustrates how technology causes us to 

disconnect from reality. 

Lithium: The Driving Force of the 21st 

Century
Matjaž Krivic

Batteries are catalysts of massive changes in 

our time, both industrial and social. The 

boom of battery-driven cars, phones and 

robots are causing the market for its core 

component lithium to soar, creating a 

modern-day gold rush with geostrategic 

consequences. This is the story of how 

lithium is changing societies and just possibly 

might have a role in saving our planet. But at 

a high cost.
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Rooftop
Brad Temkin

Rooftop addresses what some contemporary 

urban pioneers are doing to mitigate the 

consequences of non-renewable energy 

consumption by countering heat island effect, 

improving storm water control, and reducing 

our carbon footprint. It is a representation of 

the hypothesis that humans are bonded in 

some way together with nature and all living 

things. We need nature.

Boraka, Gasoline Traffickers
Antonio Aragón Renuncio

Thousands of illegal gasoline smugglers 

cross the border between Benin and Togo 

every day. This is often permitted by the law 

enforcement agencies of both countries after 

payment of a pre-set bribe. Local inhabitants 

on the Benin border depend almost 

exclusively on what comes from the sea and 

the trade of contraband fuel has now become 

the second largest economic activity in the 

area after the motorcycle taxi. 
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LBS Photography Club Team
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Saba Ahmed Peter Chen Jörn Degner

Ani Ghazarossian Michelle Wiles

Acknowledgments

François Ortalo-Magné

Lamia Senousi

Emily Briday

Kerstin Kehren

Marta Federici

Candlestar
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Shashank Rawat



A Word from Our Sponsors
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Wheeler Institute for Business & Development

The Wheeler Institute for Business and Development launched in 2018 to illuminate 

and help solve the pressing global issues that impede development.We are committed 

to bringing about positive change though sharing and applying business expertise. We 

will bring our joint research and experience to bear on the challenges faced by some of 

the world’s most underprivileged communities – from poverty to illiteracy, disease to 

pollution.Our platform will enable us to share evidence-based insights with a network 

of partners, harnessing the power of business for the good of the world’s most 

underserved people. We embrace this unique opportunity and clear responsibility to 

work for the social good of the world.

?What If! Innovation

www.whatifinnovation.com

For over 25 years, we’ve partnered with organisations helping them become 

innovative, experimentation engines across London, New York and Shanghai. We are 

innovators who ask and answer the ?What If! questions that help organizations 

imagine new futures and make them a reality.



Supporting LBS Ventures
Selected start-ups founded by current LBS students
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International networking and communication platform tailored 

specifically for MBA admits, students and alumni.

www.meet.mba

Building the travel agency of the future by using travellers’

interest to match them to a trip and providing them with the 

essentials they need to discover their destinations.

www.whiskaway.co Instagram: @whiskawaytravel

With Cookd, chefs prepare their favourite recipes in 

their own kitchens and deliver those fresh, delicious 

home-made dishes to your door.

www.cookd.net Instagram: @cookd_uk

RISE.IQ is a digital lifestyle management program for people 

living with dementia and their carers. With RISE.IQ, you and 

your loved ones can live well with dementia.

www.riseiq.com Instagram: @riseiq

Galaad was conceptualized as a means to affordable 

fashion-forward accessories. 100% handcrafted, each 

product is manufactured in-house with the finest 

leather, fabrics, and metal embellishments. 

www.galaad.in, Instagram: @galaadindia

yourself.online empowers you to be the master of your online 

legacy by providing you with the tools to manage your online 

data and privacy. 

www.yourself.online
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